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Abstract: Predicting switching of jobs has been in quest for 

several years. The study starts with collection of manually written 

text specimen in A4 sheet. At the beginning gray scale or color 

copy is extracted by the robo-advisor and more shielding 

executed to transform to binary image. For identifying the gaps 

amidst characters Skew-normalization is used in the manuscript 

after segmentation. After that a comparison is computed with 

space mean among closed loops created by characters and word 

spaces to identify character. The characters are then matched 

with the requirements of job. Accordingly, the new appraisal is 

compared against the already existing. If the performance 

degrades, switching is predicted along with the possible job 

options. The main agenda of the document is to analyze 

switching jobs on the basis of behavior from gaps in manually 

written manuscripts. The recommended approach is approved 

with 600 samples of IAM database with diverse authors having 

various culture. The analysis concludes the recommended 

method attains 64% and above level of efficiency. 

 

Keywords : Space Analysis; Character Analysis; Business 

Requirements; Performance Analysis; Switching of Jobs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last few years, predicting switching of jobs has 

been a topic of extreme demand and exploration. It can be 

done based on characteristics or behavior of an individual. 

The initial phase is dedicated towards understanding the 

core concepts across various areas of business. In the latter 

part, an individual can choose the job that best suits him/her. 

There may be numerous factors that influence the decision 

regarding the choice of job. Depending upon the priority, the 

individual may choose the field as per the market demand, 

interest area, job profiles and the compensation packages 

offered by the companies. But prior to that the most 

important basis should be the parity of the skills required for 

a particular field with the characteristics or behaviour of the 

person. The parity may be judged by his/her performance 

analysis- a way of which is the appraisal. If the appraisal 

degrades, he is not able to deliver his job properly and this 

indicates a switch in the field. Here it is expected that in 

recommended course of action, the manuscript given as 

input to the robo-advisor may only consist of skew [3], [10], 

[7], [13], [14] that can exist as a result of someone’s mental 

perspective at that scenario. In the instance of exact 

positioning of the manuscript, lines in handwritten notes 

may however comprise of different types of slanting 

[3],[10],[7],[13],[14] due to diversification in situations of 
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writing. Thus, when implemented, the experimental values 

of normalized lines had more accuracy.  

Next step being segmentation[9],[12] which convert the 

paired sample image into numerous clusters on the basis of 

background. The techniques used are K-mean segmentation 

[3],[6] and projection profile [3]. Now, last step is 

classification [7] method which is the essential section of the 

character analysis method. The paper concentrates on 

predicting switching of jobs by the robo-advisor through 

space calculation which is understanding and analyzing the 

character on the basis of comparison between word space 

and that of closed looped characters. Accordingly, the 

matching of those behaviors with the required skills for a 

particular job profile are done. Their performance in the 

current job are compared against the historical data and 

switching prediction is done if required. 

Skew is technically defined as the distortion from a true 

value of symmetrical form. It is more developed to one 

sided direction. However, while handwriting analysis is 

being performed, the document needs to be independent of 

skew for accurate classification. It is required for to bring all 

the characters in a line to the same baseline for exact 

segmentation. Skew can be mainly classified into four types- 

Negative or Upward rising skew, Positive or Downward 

sloping skew, Normal or beeline skew and Wavy skew as in 

Fig. 1. 

  
Fig 1. Orientation of Skew 

Samples of skew in words including positive and negative 

orientation are as in Fig. 2. 

  
Fig 2: Positively skewed word and Negatively skew 

word 
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When a document or note is considered for analysis, it is 

expected to have a skew angle in it. On performing 

segmentation of lines, it is often found that the beveled lines 

are having so much skew angles that lines are getting wiped 

off from either the above part or the part below. The result 

of which being the deviation in space calculations. Thus 

skew normalization is necessary to be applied. 

  
Fig 3. Letters having closed loops 

In the above Fig. 3, inner circled characters in a 

handwritten document are shown. Anywhere words similar 

to “and”, “gap”, “boy”, are seen, according to recommended 

work, inner loops of “a”, “d”, “g” and others are detected 

and radii of  loops of all those letters are calculated and 

stored in a batch. [9] Summation of all the diameters of 

those similar letters is found out and then the mean of 

diameter is matched against mean word space in the image. 

Mathematically, when twice the mean of diameter of loops 

is more than the average of space in between words, the 

person is found to be conventional, if less, then the person is 

open-minded and if equal, the person is balanced and 

possesses some pre-defined qualities in previous papers. [9]  

Robo-advisors, instead of following the traditional way of 

analyzing a questionnaire as input,[19] has analyzed a 

scanned handwriting sample taken as input. After 

performing the above mentioned algorithms, it will analyze 

the current appraisal with the previous one. In case of 

degradation, it will predict a switch option. It first finds the 

matching job profiles and then eliminates the ones similar to 

the job the individual is working in currently through 

predictive analytics by using artificial intelligence.[20] 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In 2008, M Sarfraj and Z Rasheed [3] came up with 

visualization techniques for understanding and 

implementing projection profiles.  

In 2010, Champa H N, K R Ananda Kumar [7] talked 

about human behavior through character classification 

focusing mainly on traits for job profiles.  

In 1992, G. Story, L. O‟Gorman, D. Fox, L. Schaper and 

H. Jagadish [13] clearly stated that in handwriting analysis, 

types of space indicates gap within writing patterns of the 

writers. Space can reveal diversification in personality. It is 

identified into two broad groups as specified below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Table-I: Types of space classifying character 

attributes 

 
In 2016, Avishek Bal and Rajib Saha [12] proposed 

discussed about skew normalization procedures.  

In 2012, Subhash Panwar and Neeta Nain [13] proposed 

the amount of space left between one line and the next 

establishes how well she organizes her life. The method has 

been evaluated on various styles of handwritten text 

documents, and it is found that it detects the exact skew 

angle with more than 98% accuracy.  

In 2018, M. Beketov, K. Lehmann and M. Wittke[19] 

propositioned quantitative methods inside the robots.  

In 2018, Daniel Smyth [21] propositioned a method for 

predictive analytics using statistics and artificial intelligence 

to make predictions about switching.  

In 2017, L. Bjerknes and A. Vukovic [20] propositioned 

Perspective on Robo-Advisors and their way of analyzing a 

questionnaire as input. 

III. RECOMMENDED WORK 

Usually skew is measured to bring the lines to the same 

base. Space between words are calculated after skew 

normalization is performed on input document image. 

According to the review of existing work done [3], [7], [13], 

[16], there are a number of pre-defined character traits 

analyzed on the basis of space calculations. Existing 

techniques [3] only state the classifications theoretically 

depending on psychological scenarios but are unable to 

prove their existence experimentally which is tested here.  

The recommended plan of action deals with exact 

classification of characteristics by the explanation of space 

calculations in handwriting document [11]. This is achieved 

by comparing the diameter mean of the closed looped 

characters and the mean word space of the document and 

then mapping them with the requirements of job profile to 

analyze switching of job. Performance Analysis through 

appraisal is an important aspect in this case.  

The first step of the work being collection of color 

handwriting documents to be given as input to the robo-

advisor[1]. The given input images are assumed to include 

only the skews which are considered for removal at the later 

stage. After applying skew normalization[1] on the 

document when it becomes free from skew, segmentation is 

performed on the lines to extract words by projection profile 

[2] [4]. The space calculations between the words are done 

and ready to be analyzed.  
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Finally, the diameter mean comprising all inner looped 

letters is found out. Now the value is matched against 

spacing within words in that document. [10] The detailed 

methodology taken up for computations of spacing on the 

rotated image is explained in methodology section and the 

results are well visible in the findings section.  

After all, the behavior traits received from comparison of 

the space calculated from their samples and the mean of the 

diameters are matched with the pre-defined ones 

requirements for choosing a job profile. The comparison of 

the performance appraisal over the years is the deciding 

factor for switching of job and selection of the job to be 

switched to.[21] This can be achieved by a prediction 

analysis done with artificial intelligence. 

IV. METHODOLOGY/ALGORITHM 

A. Algorithm 1 

• Skew Normalization on the document:  

This is applied on the document to make it free from 

positive and negative skews and convert it into a straight 

line. 

Steps: 

1. if(x1>x2)  

2. %negative skew  

3. t =x1;  

4. x1=y1;  

5. y1=t; 

6. t =x2;  

7. x2=y2;  

8. y2=t;  

9. y2=y1+y1-y2;  

10. slope=(y2-y1)/(x2-x1);  

11. angle=atand(slope);  

12. rot=imrotate(newmatrix,-angle);  

13. imshow(rot);  

14. [rr,cc]=size(rot);  

15. rend=rstart+rr-1;  

16. rotated(rstart:rend,1:cc,:)=rot;  

17. rstart=rend+1;  

18. else  

19. %positive skew  

20. t=x1;  

21. x1=y1;  

22. y1=t;  

23. t=x2;  

24. x2=y2;  

25. y2=t;  

26. y2=y1+y1-y2;  

27. slope=(y2-y1)/(x2-x1);  

28. angle=atand(slope);  

29. rot=imrotate(newmatrix,angle);  

30. [rr,cc]=size(rot);  

31. rend=rstart+rr-1;  

32. rotated(rstart:rend,1:cc,:)=rot;  

33. rstart=rend+1;  

34. end  

35. end  

36. imshow(rotated);  

B. Algorithm 2 

• Calculation of Spacing between lines on rotated 

image:  

Steps: 

1. horpro<- horizontal_projection(rotated);  

2. for (each element in horpro)  

3. if valuehor>10000  

4. else  

5. line ends;  

6. beginning and ending pixels in “lineskew” matrix  

7. End-if  

8. lineskew(3)-lineskew(2) indicates space within 

previous sentence and next sentence and thus it goes on for 

the whole document.  

9. In this way, we compute the gap within sentences while 

“total space/total linecount” function refers to the mean 

distance in lines of the document.  

Algorithm 2 clearly shows we have calculated the mean 

line space in rotated image. 

C. Algorithm 3 

• Computing space between words on skewed image:  

Steps:  

1. beg=1; position=size_of(lines)  

2. while(beg<=position) do  

3. newmatrix=img(lines(beg):lines(beg+1))  

4. verproj<-vertical_projection (newmatrix)  

5. for(each element in verproj)  

6. if(valuever>450)  

7. hashm(i)=hashm(i-1)+1  

8. else  

9. hashm(i)=0;  

10. endif  

11. endfor  

12. word_extract(newmatrix);  

13. wordbeg=1;  

14. poswords=size_of(words)  

15. while(wordbeg<=poswords) do  

16.newmatrix_word=img(words(wordbeg):words(wordbe

g+ 1))  

17.totalwspace=totalwspace+words(wordbeg)- 

words(beg-1)  

18. char_extract(newmatrix_word);  

Algorithm 3 indicates the calculation of distance within 

words of a sentence and mean of all those in the skewed 

document. While words are being extracted, the beginning 

dot or picture element and the last one are stored in a batch 

called “Wordskew”. For eg, Wordskew(1) and 

Wordskew(2) indicates beginning and last column dot or 

picture elements respectively of previous word and the 

following word. In this way, the calculation of the diameter 

mean of these spaces are performed. 
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D. Algorithm 4 

• Calculation of space between characters on skewed 

image:  

Steps:  

1. verproj<-verprojtical_projection (newmatrix_word)  

2. for(each element in verproj)  

3. if(valuever>450)  

4. hashc(i)=hashc(i-1)+1;  

5. else  

6. hashc(i)=0;  

7. endif  

8. endfor  

9. chbeg=3;  

10. while(beg<=poschar)  

11. totalchspace=totalchspace+chars(beg)- chars(beg-1);  

12. endwhile  

Algorithm 4 indicates the calculation of gap within letters 

of words and diameter mean of all those in the skewed 

document. While characters are being extracted, the 

beginning dot or picture element and the ending one are 

stored in a batch called “Charskew”. An example is- 

Charskew(1) and Charskew(2) depict the beginning as well 

as last column dots or picture element of the previous and 

the next character. In this way, the calculation of the 

diameter mean of these spaces are performed. 

E. Algorithm 5 

• Diameter mean calculation of closed looped 

characters:  

Steps: 

1. rgb=imread(img);  

2. gray_image=convertToGrayScale(img);  

3. [centers,radii]= imfindcircles(gray_image, 

[130],‟Object Polarity‟,‟dark‟,‟Sensitivity‟,0.9);  

4. [centersBright,radiiBright]= imfindcircles(rgb, 

[130],‟Object Polarity‟,‟bright‟,‟Sensitivity‟,0.9);  

Algorithm 5 uses function imfindcircles() which clearly 

detects round objects with radius 1 to 30 units. All the bright 

circular objects are considered as closed loops of letters and 

are eventually taken into the calculations of diameter mean. 

V. FINDINGS & RESULTS 

A. Outputs 

The application of recommended plan was over 600 

specimen handwritten notes written by diverse writer on 

various backgrounds. Existing algorithms can convert any 

type of skew angle to baseline by taking relevant methods of 

rotation while current recommended technique can compute 

the distance within words on the skewed image from 

segmented lines along with it. 

 
Fig 4. Actual text line from document 

 

In the above Fig. 4, the text line contains negative skew 

and on application of skew normalization, it became 

completely proportioned and rotated corresponding to 

standard line as in Fig. 5. This is followed by segmenting 

line and word by projection algorithms as in Fig. 6 along 

with Fig. 7. Experimental sample of all the exercises were 

well executed in MATLAB on IAM database [1] over 600 

text images in a few specimen handwritten notes written by 

diverse writer on various backgrounds. 

 

  
Fig 5: Text line from document after normalization 

 

 
Fig 6: Segmented word 

 

 
Fig 7: Segmented character 

From the different segmented words, the space in 

between them are calculated in pixels. 

B. Figures and Tables 

The significant efficiency of space calculation is shown in 

Table (II). 

Table-II: Space calculation on skew normalized 

document 

  

  
Fig 8. Original text document 
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Fig 9. Identified closed loops of the letters of document 

 

Table-III: Character classification based on space 

calculation 

  
 

Table (III) states it clearly that recommended technique is 

efficient for character classification and can work with any  

 
inclusion of skew angle till 3600. Analysis is based on the 

mathematical study that when double the diameter mean is 

less than space between words, the person is expected to be 

broad-minded and vice-versa and if equal, the person is 

balanced[9] . This recommended plan is 64% more accurate 

than the existing techniques. 

 

 

 

Table-IV: Traits based on character analysis 

 
Table (IV) classifies each category of people and their 

detailed character traits are described. 

 

Table V. Skills required for selection of job profile 

based on character 

 
In Table (V), the skills and personality required for  each  

profile  in   business  are shown. On comparing those 

features with the already available traits, the type of job 

profile each one should acquire or take up in business is 

specified. 

 

Table VI. Performance analysis and switch 

prediction 
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In Table (VI), the performance analysis of the people 

selecting these particular job profile is shown. It is seen 

through predictive analysis that the appraisal performances 

has degraded in some cases where there can be a possibility 

of switch over other fields. Now the question lies in which 

ones to switch. Here artificial intelligence eliminates the 

same type of profile keeping open the other profiles 

requiring the same behavior traits. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Plan of action recommended for predicting switching of 

jobs in business is based on the writer’s writing pattern in 

current instance and performance analysis. Using the 

recommended plan, 97% lines were normalized with little 

error rate and the prediction of switching of jobs based on 

analysis of character using computation of spacing is 

performed having 64% level of efficiency. This technique 

deals with exact grouping of inner traits and mapping them 

with the job profile best suited for them. It is very efficient 

and can work with skew. 

The   future   work   can   include   mapping  of more 

character classifications and with sectors or profile of jobs 

other than management ones with    the    recommended    

plan removing the overlapping loops detected. 
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